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in the road,' which was also old.' Without pausing to discuss the
merit of his patent, or to decide whether invention is displayed
in his combination, or whether his combination, as described in
his claim, is inoperative for want of some device or mechanism
to bring the grip shank into bearing against the guide rail, it is suffi-
cient for the purposes of this appeal to confine ourselves to the
consideration that, in view of the prior patents, Hallidie must be
limited to his combination as described, one of the elements of

the only new element-is the separate guide rail.
This the defendant has not used. On the contrary, it has used for
the bearing surface of its grip shank a rail which was old, and had
been described and used for the same purpose in the Hovey pat·
ents of 1876 and 1877. This difference is sufficient to establish the
defense of noninfringement. But if we are to regard as part of
the Hallidie combination the horizontal friction roller, by which
the bearing of the grip shank against the smooth guide rail is
effected, then it will become apparent that the defendant has made
still further deviation from the Hallidie device, by dispensing with
the friction roller, and bringing the grip shank into direct bearing
upon the guide rail, by means of a projection of the grip shank,
or a shoe firmly fixed thereon. It is true that, in the application for
his American patent, Hallidie inserts the following clause, which
does not appear in his application for the English patent: "In
practice, I prefer to employ a shoewhich will travel upon the smooth
guide rail, as this will produce a smoother and more even move·
ment." But no claim is made for the shoe, in that connection;
and it is not intimated that Hallidie, then or at any time, has
claimed to be the inventor of the combination with the shoe, or the
discoverer of the fact that a smoother or more even movement
is thereby produced. The evidence, on the contrary, makes it
probable that the idea of the shoe in conjunction with the smooth
guide rail was taken by Hallidie from its use by Hovey in a cable rail-
way constructed by the latter for the Chicago City Railway Company
nearly two years before the application for Hallidie's American
patent was filed.
In either view of the complainant's patent, it is evident that the

defendant is not justly chargeable with its infringement; and the
decree of the circuit court, dismissing the bill, is affirmed, with
costs to the appellee.
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No.2,67L
1. PATENTS-INFRINGEMENT-BuTTON SEWING MACHINE.

The Morley patent, No. 236,350, for a machine for automatically gewlng
shank-eyed buttons to a fabric, containing three groups of mechanis;ns,--
the button-feeding mechanism, the sewing mechanism, and the fabric
feeding mechanism,-in view of its construction in the case of :Machine
Co. v. Lancaster,\} Sup. Ct. 299, 129 U. S. 263, is infringed by a machine
the same as that held in said case to infringe, except that the fabric-feed-
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ing mechanism Is omitted; two claims of the patent not covering that
mechanism, even by

a BAKE-ANTICIPATION.
The patent was not anticipated by the previous Keith patent, as the

Keith machines were not automatic, In the sense of the Morley patent,
and 'seem not to have possessed much practical utility, their use having
been abandoned.

This was a suit by the Morley Sewing-Machine Oompany and
others against Benjamin A., Shute for infringement of a patent.
'Fish, Richardson & Storrow and Ambrose Eastman, for complain·
ants..
John L. S. andObarles Levi Woodbury, for defendant.

OOLr,L', Oircuit Judge. In the case of Machine Co. v. Lancaster,
129 u. S; 263, 9 Sup. Ct. 299, the court considered the
Morley and lleld. that it was eJltitled to a broad construction,
as a pioneer invention, for the rea;son that Morley was
the first, person to devil!!e a machine for automatically sewing shank·
eyed buttons to a fabric; and, although the specific mechanism in
the Lancaster machine was different,.it was held to infringe the
1st, 2d, 8th, and 13th claims of the Morley patent. The Morley
machine contains three· groups of meciul-nisms, namely, the button-
feeding mechanism, which separates each button from a mass,
and delivers it to the sewing devices; the sewing mechanism;
and the fabric-feeding mechanism, which spaces the buttons. The
defendant in the present· suit has left out of his machine the fabric-
feeding mechanism. In other respects, his machine is the same
as the Lancaster machine. The contention of the defendant is
that the Morley machine is made up of a combination of three
groups of instrumentalities, and that by the omission of one of these
groups his machine must be held to be outside of the Morley patent.
Upon this point, however, it is important to bear in mind that the
second and thirteenth claims of the Morley patent do not cover,
even by implication, the fabric-feeding mechanism, and that the
supreme court sustained these claims, and held that the Lancaster
machine infringed them. For this reason, I cannot agree with the
defendant .that a machine which leaves out the fabric-feeding
mechanism is not within the Morley patent.
In the present suit there have been offered in defense some prior

patents which were not in the Lancaster Case; but, in my opinion,
none of these patents, if had been befO'l'e the supreme court
in that case,would have affected the decisi()ll, in the view which
that court t<X;lk of the character and scope of the Morley invention.
Stress is laid' by the defendant upon the old Keith patent as an
anticipation of the second and thirteenth claims of the Morley
patent. The Keith patent was before the supreme court in the
Lancaster Case, and the Keith machine was described (although
erroneously, in some particulail's, it is said) in the deposition of
Samuel F. Crosman. The difficulty with the Keith machine is that
it' is not automatic, in the sense of the Morley patent. In the ma-
chine, as described in the Keith patent, buttons were placed by
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hand in a position to be operated upon by the sewing mechanism.
In the machine, as actually constructed, a raceway was sometimes
added; but such raceway was moved forward to and back from the
stitching mechanism by means of a treadle controlled by the opera-
tor. This is not the feeding and sewing mechanism of the Morley
machine, where the buttons are automatically selected, one after
another, from a mass, and presented in succession to the needle
of the sewing mechanism, and then sewed upon the fabric. Fur-
ther, although four of these Keith machines were built and were
in use moo-e or less between 1872 and 1874, they do not seem to have
possessed much practical utility, because their use was subsequently
discontinued.
I have not considered the question whether the defendant in this

case is estopped from attacking the validity of the Morley patent
by reason of privity with the defendant in the Lancaster Case,
because, independently of this question, and looking at this ease
as if it were between different parties, I think the decision must
be in favor of the plaintiffs, in the light of the construction given
to the Morley patent by the supreme court, In other words, I
do not find anything in the present record which, if it had been
before the supreme court, would have, in my opinion, changed or
modified the views of that court with respect to the construction
or scope of any of the claims of the Morley patent wh:i£h were sus-
tained.
Decree for complainants.
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COURTS-CONFLICTING STATE AND FEDERAL JURISDICTION-MARITIME LIENS
AGAINST VESSEL IN POSSESSION OF RECEIVER ApPOINTED BY STATE COURT.
A steamship, owned by an insolvent corporation, and in possession of a

receiver of its property appointed by a state court, was employed by him,
under authority of the court, in transporting merchandise and paSSieIlgelfS,
in connection with the usual business of the corporation, between a port
in the state and a port in another state. Held, that the vessel was not ex-
empt, by the rule of comity, as in custodia legis, from maritime liens for
liabilities incurred in such other state in the course of such employment,
nor from seizure for enforcement of such liens upon libels in a United
States district court in that state, without leave of the court appointing the
receiver; she having been engaged, when the liens were incurred, as a com-
mon carrier in trade and commerce, and the state and federal courts not
having co-ordinate or concurrent territorial jurisdiction.

Libels for damages to a passenger, and for supplies, etc. Ex-
ceptions to libels, on the ground that the court has no jurisdiction,
the vessel being operated by a receiver appointed by the circuit
court of the state of Oregon. Exceptions overruled.


